
47,8 x 12 mm

Print visualization, fold along red line, check whether the project 
meets your expectations! Graphics contains small items, print 
visualization on a scale of 1:1 to check the readability!

Standard length of lanyard/tape in option: (A) with metal hook - 900mm (B) with metal hook 
and buckle - 790mm + from 155 mm

Standard product does not contain option of fitting logos inner side of lanyard in 
relation to outside of it. 
Fitting is an extra cost and you have to determine it during inquiry or order. 

To ensure the highest quality of service, please read carefully the following technical 
informations. 

1)  Tolerance of placing graphics on the tape textile is + / - 1mm.
2)  Despite many efforts, colours on fabrics will be always only similar to the colour of 
 PANTONE or CMYK patterns. 
3)  If it's important to fit PANTONE or CMYK we advise to order colour sample 
     (we make 5 samples of lanyards and deliver it to you by courier for acceptance) 
4)  Any complaint about the colour of lanyard will be taken under consideration 
     only if sample colour lanyard was ordered.
5)  Minimum, readable size of fonts is 6 pt.
6) In the sublimation process, the lanyard can be shorter about 2%

Placing the order or accepting this project means that you are familiar with presented 
technical information and you agree with them.

SUBLIMATION LANYARD 20 mm + D-8 + ROLLER

ORDER NAME:

BACK SIDE

Cut line

FRONT SIDE

Seam
Fold

Possible imprint shift: ±1 mm Seam SeamSeam

41 cm 41 cm

93,00 cm

Possible imprint shift in lanyard with logos fitting: ± 5 mm

PANTONE
 186 C

LINES ARE TOO THIN

LINES ARE TOO THIN
THE TEXT WILL BE UNREADABLE
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